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Abstract. Recently, Neural Vector Conceptualization (NVC) was pro-
posed as a means to interpret samples from a word vector space. For
NVC, a neural model activates higher order concepts it recognizes in a
word vector instance. To this end, the model first needs to be trained
with a sufficiently large instance-to-concept ground truth, which only ex-
ists for a few languages. In this work, we tackle this lack of resources with
word vector space alignment techniques: We train the NVC model on a
high resource language and test it with vectors from an aligned word
vector space of another language, without retraining or fine-tuning. A
quantitative and qualitative analysis shows that the NVC model indeed
activates meaningful concepts for unseen vectors from the aligned vector
space. NVC thus becomes available for low resource languages for which
no appropriate concept ground truth exists.

Keywords: Interpretability · Explainability · Word Vector Space.

1 Introduction

Neural Vector Conceptualization [14] is an interpretability method that allows
to illuminate continuous, distributed word vector spaces with higher order con-
cepts. To this end, NVC maps samples from a word vector space into a concept
space, with the help of a neural network. This neural mapping is learned in
advance, in a supervised manner, using a pre-trained embedding space to draw
training instances from and an instance-to-concept graph to retrieve appropriate
target concepts. For example, we expect the instance “Confucius” to activate the
concept “philosopher.” Unfortunately, the need for a sufficiently large concept
graph impedes the deployment of NVC in low resource languages.

It has been shown, however, that continuous word vector spaces of different
languages share structural properties, which is a feature that word vector align-
ment methods make use of [12,4]. A word vector alignment aims to minimize
the distance between word vectors of parallel words in a source and a target
language. To this end, a transformation from the source to the target space is
learned such that W ∈ Rd×d minimizes a distance δ according to

1

n

n∑
i=1

δ(Wxi, yi) (1)
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where {(x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)} is a seed dictionary of parallel d-dimensional word
vectors from the source and target language X and Y , respectively [9]. In this
work, we train the NVC model with a high resource language Y and test it with
aligned vectors from language X, aiming to make the methods accessible for low
resource languages through vector space alignments.
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Fig. 1. Neural Vector Conceptualizations. Top: NVC of the word vector of the Chinese
translation for “Chinese people.” Bottom: NVC of the word vector of the Chinese
translation for “Chinese language.” Both word vectors were retrieved from a fastText
word vector space that has been aligned with the English fastText word vector space
the NVC model was trained on. The model was not retrained or fine-tuned on the
aligned vector space. Consequently, both vectors were not seen during training.
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2 Methods and Experiments

Following [14], for NVC, we trained a neural multi-layer feed-forward net to
recognize concepts in word vectors. We drew the target concepts for each word
vector training instance from the Microsoft Concept Graph (MCG) [15], using
the same preprocessing steps and preprocessing hyperparameters as the authors
of NVC. Preprocessing involved filtering concepts in the MCG that have a suf-
ficient number of instances in the word vector space.

After preprocessing, 32768 instances and 275 associated concepts remained
for training the NVC model (+ 8192 for validating, + 4553 for testing). We
optimized with the Adam optimizer [10] with a learning rate of 0.001 and stopped
training early with a patience of four epochs. The best model was determined
in a five-fold cross validation procedure.

Our choice for a class membership threshold deviated from the experiments
of [14]. We did not use a strict class membership threshold of 0.5 but instead
optimized the threshold on the dev split after training. This step was motivated
by the observation that for some word vectors the top k concept activations were
meaningful but below the 0.5 threshold.

Contrary to [14], instead of with word2vec [11], we trained with English
fastText vectors [1], since for these, alignments already exist in more than 40
languages.3 For the alignments, the Relaxed Cross-Domain Similarity Scaling
(RCSLS) method, which mitigates issues with high degree neighborhoods in
the word vector space, was used. Here, we omit details and instead refer the
interested reader to the original paper [9].

After training, the best model was used to conceptualize Chinese word vectors
from an aligned fastText space. It is noteworthy that the model had never seen a
vector from that space during training. To statistically validate that NVC works
across language boundaries for aligned word vector spaces, without retraining,
we determined the concept classification performance of the model on the unseen
Chinese vectors. To this end, we treated the target concepts of parallel English
words as the ground truth.

Parallel English and Chinese tokens were retrieved4 from the 10k most fre-
quent tokens in the Sinica Corpus [3] and then intersected with the above men-
tioned 45513 instances. The intersection contained 1,288 instances. In the next
section, we report on the F scores our model achieved in the English and Chinese
task and we also present NVCs of selected word vectors. Our experiments are
publicly available under https://github.com/dfki-nlp/cross-nvc.

3 Results & Discussion

The results of our classification experiments on the English test set are sum-
marized in Table 1. We optimized the class membership threshold on the dev

3 Word vectors retrieved from https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/aligned-vectors.

html on 2019/07/16.
4 Retrieved from https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Appendix:Mandarin_

Frequency_lists on 2019/07/30.

https://github.com/dfki-nlp/cross-nvc
https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/aligned-vectors.html
https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/aligned-vectors.html
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Appendix:Mandarin_Frequency_lists
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Appendix:Mandarin_Frequency_lists
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set, which yielded a threshold of 0.18. A stricter threshold of 0.5 resulted in a
weighted F score of only 0.29 which is closer to the F score of 0.22, reported
by [14].

[14], however, trained with over 600 concepts while we trained with only
275 concepts because the intersection of word vector vocabulary and MCG was
smaller in our case. We can assume that a lower-dimensional concept space
facilitates the task which should be one reason why our model performs better,
in terms of F measure.

Table 1. Results on a held-out test set of 4553 English instances with 275 concepts.
There are on average 1.14 concepts per instance.

weighted macro micro

precision 0.365 0.327 0.393

recall 0.375 0.334 0.375

F1 0.351 0.309 0.384

The low, optimized threshold supports the authors’ suspicion that a conserva-
tive 0.5 threshold is too strict for the task since apparently, the top k activations
for some vectors contain meaningful concepts below this threshold. Furthermore,
we note that our F score is considerably above chance. We take this as evidence
that NVC works with fastText vectors, too.

Table 2. Results on test set of 1,288 Chinese word vectors with 275 concepts.

weighted macro micro

precision 0.132 0.048 0.092

recall 0.180 0.060 0.180

F1 0.096 0.038 0.122

To determine whether NVC also works across language boundaries if aligned
word vector spaces are used, we repeated the concept classification experiment
with aligned Chinese word vectors that we retrieved as described above. The
performance of our model, which we did not retrain, is summarized in Table 2.

We observe that unsurprisingly, the model performs worse when tested with
Chinese word vectors but that its performance is again above chance with a
considerable margin. We take this as evidence that NVC indeed works across
language boundaries. For the loss in accuracy several reasons can be cited:

Firstly, errors and ambiguities in the dictionary we used to retrieve aligned
word vectors worsen performance. In fact, inaccuracies in this step lead to the
retrieval of unaligned vectors which should not activate the concepts of their
supposed parallel counter parts in the English language.

Secondly, the alignment of the two vector spaces we drew samples from did
not happen without loss. We can thus expect noise in aligned word vectors even if
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their meanings in the corpora they origin from were culturally and semantically
identical. Our model never learned to filter this noise.

Lastly, even if we retrieved the most accurate translation for an instance from
our dictionary, we cannot expect it to have the exact same meaning, as assumed
above. Some concepts will be lost in translation, others will be activated.

Consider, for example, a culture in which people consume soups for breakfast
but not for supper and another one in which it is vice versa. This could be
reflected in the NVCs of the instance soup: While the one vector may activate
breakfast, it may be deactivated (correctly) in the other, whereas supper may
become activated (correctly). Cultural differences of course worsen performance.
In the example above, concepts correctly activated by the translation may not
be reflected in the original instance-to-concept knowledge base. Nevertheless,
arguably, this could be considered a feature rather than a bug.
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Fig. 2. Neural Vector Conceptualizations. Top: NVC of the English word vector (un-
seen during training) for “Confucius” from the fastText space the NVC model was
trained on. Bottom: NVC of the word vector of the Chinese translation from an aligned
word vector space from which no sample was drawn during training.
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We now conduct qualitative analysis. Figs. 1 and 2 show selected NVCs of
Chinese and English word vectors. In Fig. 1 we present the NVCs of the Chinese
word vectors for the terms Chinese people and Chinese language, both of
which were sampled from the aligned Chinese fastText space, unseen during
training. ethnic group and people are activated in the former NVC, while in
the latter language is the top activation. We believe these to be meaningful
concepts which supports our claim that NVC produces worthwhile activation
profiles across language boundaries, if alignment techniques are used.

Cultural differences in word vectors might be reflected in Fig. 2. The English
word vector for Confucius strongly activates philosopher while the top concept
activated by the aligned vector of the Chinese translation is poem. We also find
poet and writer under the top concepts activated by the Chinese vector with
no such strong artistic connotation in the English NVC. One reason for these
differences in the NVCs may be that Chinese corpora emphasize the artistic side
of Confucius stronger than western corpora.

4 Related Work

In addition to related work already discussed in [14], we would like to point
out the recent work by [6]. Similar to us and [14], they also use concepts for
interpretation, which they automatically extract from images.

Regarding the cross-lingual capacities of NVC which we focus on here, there
are several other branches of related work on multilingualism worth mention-
ing. [7], for instance, provide an extensive overview of cross-lingual embedding
techniques and propose several measures on how to evaluate them. They argue
that projection-based cross-lingual embeddings, like those of [9], are usually only
evaluated on bilingual lexicon induction and offer additional downstream evalua-
tion tasks, for example cross-lingual information retrieval. NVC can be regarded
as yet another evaluation downstream task.

[8] evaluate cross-lingual word vectors on an ontology alignment task, aiming
to identify overlapping concepts in multi-lingual ontologies. Cross-lingual NVC
might be used for an alternative embedding evaluation and may be also useful
for ontology alignment.

We additionally can relate our method to research that is concerned with
biases in word embeddings. There exists a plethora of work concerned with
identifying and removing biases in embeddings, see for example [2,5,13].

5 Conclusion & Future Directions

In this work, we made Neural Vector Conceptualization available to low resource
languages, for which no sufficiently large instance-to-concept ground truth exists.
To this end, we trained the NVC model with a word vector space of a high
resource language (English) and tested it with an aligned vector space of another
language (Chinese).
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Quantitative experimental results strongly suggest that NVC indeed works
across language boundaries, if aligned vector spaces are used. A qualitative anal-
ysis revealed that meaningful concepts were activated for unseen vectors from
the aligned vector space and that we might even be able to identify cultural
differences in aligned vectors with NVC.

The fastText vectors used in this work were sampled from two vector spaces,
belonging to a set of over 40 aligned spaces. In the future, one should validate
cross-lingual NVC for more languages and further explore how (and if) cultural
differences can be identified with NVC.
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